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Introduction
The Central Bank of Ireland has a statutory mandate to provide analysis and comment to
support national economic policy development. Pursuant to this mandate, the Central Bank
provides high quality independent economic advice and nancial statistics that can be used in
evidence based policy making. The Central Bank aims to ensure that its economic advice is
forward looking and independent and that statistics are robust and relevant. To achieve this,
the Central Bank undertakes data collection, provision of statistics, economic analysis and
research designed to inform economic policy making domestically and at the euro area level.
The analytical and statistical outputs are disseminated through a suite of publications, seminars
and through ongoing interactions with government departments, academia and commentators.
This is the 15th edition of the Economic Research Bulletin of the Central Bank of Ireland
and its aim is to highlight economic research and associated activities conducted by Bank
sta during 2021. Analytical work at the Bank in 2021 has continued to be inuenced by the
ongoing global Covid-19 pandemic with work focusing on issues germane to its eects on the
domestic and global economies as well as its implications for scal, monetary and nancial
stability policies and such analysis aims to support policy makers in making evidence based
decisions.
Both our Economic Letters and Financial Stability Notes Series' are aimed at a general
readership and seek to provide economic analysis and insight into policy related issues, data
or new indicators developed in a concise fashion. The latter series examines issues germane to
nancial stability such as the macroprudential tools, arrears, and shadow banking issues while
the former series focuses more on real economy, credit and monetary policy issues.
There were 7 Economic Letters released in 2021 and a full listing is included in this Bulletin
while the actual Letters are available for download.

Some of the topics examined include

issues pertinent to the Covid-19 pandemic including its impact on household income, savings
and balance sheets. Other subjects analysed include recent developments in ination, credit
market conditions for households and SMEs, medium term risks to the public nances and
the contrasting relative position of Ireland to its peers if one measures welfare in terms of
consumption rather than GDP.
There were 12 Financial Stability Notes published on a range of topics including property
funds in the domestic commercial real estate, growth at risk as a tool in nancial stability, crossborder linkages between bank and non-bank nancial institutions, the macroeconomic channels
of macroprudential rules, mortgage breaks and arrears, market liquidity risk for investment
funds and the cost of housing and indebtness across Europe amongst others.

Pandemic

related issues examined include mortgage debt and real estate nance developments. All of
these notes are available for download here.
In addition, a number of signed articles featuring economic and statistical analysis were
published in the Quarterly Bulletin throughout the year.

These can be accessed from our

website here. The Bank also publishes a number of notes on data and statistics related issues
via the Behind the Data series which seeks to examine in greater depth data released by the
Bank. There were 7 Behind the Data releases covering topics such as mortgage repayment
breaks, pensions, the role of non-bank institutions in lending to SMEs, green bonds and
forbearance on mortgages during Covid-19.
Our Research Technical Paper Series seeks to publish original high quality research that
is academically rigorous and is suitable for publication in well regarded external peer reviewed
economic and nance journals. 9 Research Technical Papers were released in 2021. The nontechnical summaries for each of these papers are included in this bulletin while the full papers

are available for download from the Central Bank website. Some of the recent topics explored
include: examining the impact of unconventional monetary policy on macroeconomy, how ECB
press conferences aect nancial markets, the inuence of the pandemic and associated policy
response on SME solvency, the impact of global and domestic factors on ination, how debt
relief aected the Irish banking sector, a new measure of Irish nancial market stress and its
eect on the macroeconomy and how the level of debt aects consumption.
Also included in this edition are recent and forthcoming publications by Bank sta in peer
reviewed academic journals. A number of papers this year have been published or accepted
for publication in very prestigious international journals including The Journal of Finance;
Review of Economic Studies; Journal of Financial Economics and the Journal of Credit,
Money and Banking.

The Bank's visiting speaker programme fosters engagement and the

sharing of knowledge between sta and a diverse range of researchers and policy makers in
other domestic and international institutions.

A full listing of the speakers who presented

last year is provided on Page 19 of this Bulletin.

Central Bank sta have also presented

externally at a number of domestic and international conferences and institutions including:
International Association for Applied Econometrics; European Economic Association; Money
Macro & Finance; International Conference of the Financial Engineering and Banking Society;
Irish Economic Association,

Royal Economic Society;

Swiss Society of Economics and

Statistics; International Banking, Economics & Finance Association; International Conference
on Macroeconomic Analysis and International Finance; Society for Computational Economics;
RCEA Money, Macro, Finance and Time Series Conference amongst others.
The Bank hosted a research workshop entitled Borrower Finances, Financial Stability
Assessment and Macroprudential Policies on the 18th and 19th of February. The workshop
included papers from ten global experts from central banking and academia, and focussed
on the nances of household,

SME and corporate borrowers,

and their importance in

macroprudential policy and nancial stability assessment. The workshop included some early
insights on the experiences of borrowers during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Covid-19 has highlighted the importance of timely, granular and multi-disciplinary statistics
to support economic analysis and policy decision making.

The Statistics Division held a

workshop entitled The Importance of Data: Statistics During the Pandemic and Beyond which
highlighted innovations in terms of the breadth and timeliness of data collected and analysed.
It also examined future challenges in data collection and analysis in an increasingly digitised
economy and with greater emphasis placed on the collection of climate related data.

Non-Technical Summaries of Research Technical Papers 2021
01/RT/21: The Economic Impact of Yield Curve
Compression: Evidence from Euro Area Forward
Guidance and Unconventional Monetary Policy

Robert Goodhead
Prior to the nancial crisis of 2008, the

It is also of great interest to policymak-

ECB aimed to control ination by changing

ers to know whether dierent unconventional

its policy rates, which fed through to mar-

policies were useful at dierent times in the

ket short-term rates, as well as longer-term

post-crisis period, and whether their ecacy

rates. However, in the period since the nan-

has risen or decreased. There has been a great

cial crisis of 2008, the ECB has been unable

deal of structural change in the wake of the

to rely on conventional tools alone to stimu-

nancial crisis, as well as periods of height-

late the macro-economy, since there is a limit

ened volatility. This study applies an empirical

to how far its policy rates can be lowered be-

framework designed to also allow estimates to

low zero. This is why the ECB turned to un-

vary with time, while also incorporating infor-

conventional monetary policies, with two key

mation from a number of dierent channels.

examples being asset purchase programmes,
and forward guidance. The underlying logic of

This study applies a novel decomposition

both policies is that, when a central bank can

of high-frequency asset price responses to ECB

no longer lower short-term rates, it can still

monetary policy statements.

aect medium-term and long-term rates, i.e.

sition is designed to separate between yield

it can still aect the yield curve (the relation

curve compression (induced by asset purchase

between interest rates and the maturity of an

programmes, or by other policies), forward

asset).

Lower long-term rates should stimu-

guidance (including communication regard-

late the macro-economy. Asset purchase pro-

ing future interest rates prior to the explicit

grammes achieve lower rates by driving up the

adoption of forward guidance in July 2013),

price of certain assets, lowering their yields.

and other forms of information surprises (po-

The decompo-

tentially regarding macro-economic forecasts).
Forward

guidance

medium-term

interest

programmes
rates

when

lower

Restrictions (informed by theory) are placed

central

on interest rates, the yield curve, and equi-

banks communicate that interest rates will

ties to achieve this. The study also develops

remain low for periods of time. It is of great

a time-varying parameter macro-econometric

importance for central banks to understand

model which can incorporate information from

the impact of such policies on nancial, and

these high-frequency responses to statements,

especially macro-economic variables.

Accu-

and trace out their eects on nancial and

rate estimates of the eects of unconventional

macro-economic variables. The model diers

monetary policies are essential for their suc-

from existing approaches insofar that it in-

cessful implementation. Given the complexity

cludes an expanded number of variables, and

of the channels by which unconventional mon-

also allows estimates to vary with time. To do

etary policies operate, it is important to use

this I incorporate recent advances in the es-

frameworks that allow for the operation of

timation of time-varying parameter models (I

these channels.

employ non-parametric methods).

The study rst estimates a general model,

aect ination.

This would reect a narra-

where estimates do not vary with time, for the

tive whereby the ECB was able to rely on

sample period 2002-2019.

Forward guidance

conventional rate changes to control ina-

and yield curve compression surprises stimu-

tion in the pre-crisis period, though conven-

late macro-economic activity and raise prices.

tional policies are not quantied in this frame-

Yield curve compression in fact leads to a

work. In the post-European sovereign debt cri-

greater eect on macro-variables than forward

sis period, however, forward guidance surprises

guidance, with a potential explanation being

have a particularly strong eect on ination.

that spread compression surprises lead to a

Yield curve compression surprises raise ina-

persistent attening of the yield curve, and

tion during the period of the asset purchase

a persistent fall in corporate spreads.

Yield

programme of the ECB, though there is some

curve compression also induces a strong depre-

evidence of transmission in the period prior

ciation in the exchange rate. The time-varying

to this also.

model allows one to examine how these results

cies during this period is closely linked to their

vary over the sample period.

The eectiveness of these poli-

Before the ex-

eects on the labour market (reducing unem-

plicit forward guidance policy of the ECB in

ployment). Some evidence of a breakdown in

July 2013, markets were able to update their

transmission of unconventional monetary pol-

views of future interest rate changes in re-

icy measures to macro-economic variables in

sponse to ECB statements, however results

the nancial crisis period of 2008-09 is also

indicate that such surprises did not greatly

uncovered..

02/RT/21: Simulating Business Failures Through the
Liquidity and Solvency Channels: A Framework with
Applications to Covid-19

Fergal McCann & Fang Yao
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) play

rms with nancial distress, and suggest that

a key role in the Irish economy, accounting for

despite the commitments of the exchequer to

two thirds of private sector employment. Dur-

support business, forbearance and restructur-

ing the COVID-19 crisis, large cohorts of the

ing policies will be crucial in ensuring the sys-

SME population have been severely aected

tem can absorb the shock over the medium

by public health measures imposed by the gov-

term.

ernment to contain the spread of the virus.

Secondly, our results also highlight the im-

To mitigate the adverse economic impact of

portance of policy targeting, which can have

the pandemic shock, the Irish government has

signicantly greater eectiveness in reducing

implemented a range of policy supports, aim-

FD, per euro spent:

ing to inject liquidity directly to SMEs dur-

that has perfect information on rm losses

ing the lockdown period, supporting the pay-

can, by selecting rst those SMEs closest to

ment of wages and other outgoings. Given the

avoiding nancial distress, reduce the FD rate

rapid development of the crisis and diculty

from 19 to 7 per cent for an outlay of

of gathering timely data on small businesses, it

compared to the reduction from 19 to 16 per

is important to develop a modelling approach

cent when calibrating 2020 policy.

to ll the gap between data that arrives with

pothetical targeting regime is not modelled as

lags and real-time policy questions.

a policy recommendation, but rather to give

a hypothetical scheme

¿7.5bn,

This hy-

This paper showcases a simulation-based

a useful benchmark against which to com-

model that can assist real-time policy-making.

pare the size of policy eects estimated in

We present an application of this model to the

our model. The illustration makes clear that,

COVID-19 crisis in Ireland. We use the model

where achievable, targeting support towards

to gauge the impact of the pandemic on the

rms with smaller losses can lead to substan-

nancial distress (FD) rate of SMEs and to

tial reductions in FD rates. In practice, poli-

provide timely assessments of the eectiveness

cymakers face a much wider set of decision-

of government policy support. The model uses

making criteria, including regional, sectoral,

rm level data from the pre-crisis period, com-

and long-term considerations.

bined with a range of survey data sources and

Our nal analysis examines debt-related -

macroeconomic projections to map the eco-

nancial distress up to 2021 H1. In these sim-

nomic eect of the pandemic in 2020 and 2021

ulations, we consider both the liquidity-based

onto a representative sample of SME balance

measure of nancial distress used in the afore-

sheets from 2018-19.

mentioned modelling of the 2020 situation,

Our simulation model reveals that, rstly,

and indicators related to debt servicing and

policy support packages that are calibrated to

leverage.

match the size (

of non-payroll sup-

distress would be higher in 2021 H1 under a

port) and mix (between debt, grants, and

system of debt-based versus grant-based sup-

wage subsidies) introduced in Ireland up to

port, and that the increased distress rate un-

September 2020 reduce the FD rate from 19 to

der a debt-based regime is driven by the higher

16 per cent, and have larger eects in reducing

rate of rms falling into diculty due to lever-

the debt-weighted FD rate from 26 to 14 per

age or interest payment diculties.

cent. While important, these eects still leave

sult highlights the risks that come with debt-

¿7.5bn

We nd that the level of nancial

This re-

based supports, even when the credit risk fac-

ing lenders is partly guaranteed by the exchequer.

03/RT/21: New Survey Evidence on COVID-19 and
Irish SMEs: Measuring the Impact and Policy Response

Janez Kren, Martina Lawless, Fergal McCann, John McQuinn & Conor O'Toole
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on

per cent of rms used tax warehousing while

the Irish SME sector has been profound, with

fewer than 6 per cent of rms used lending ini-

many businesses in sectors requiring face-to-

tiatives. Firms with the largest fall in turnover

face customer contact having been closed dur-

are more likely to access policy support.

ing three separate periods of public health re-

From a policy perspective, a number of

strictions at the time of writing. At the same

lessons are pertinent. On revenues, our nd-

time, the pandemic has not yet been charac-

ings suggest that, despite strong export, multi-

terised by widespread company failure, owing

national and GDP performance in 2020, the

to the unprecedented level of direct scal sup-

COVID-19 pandemic has had an eect in all

port and creditor forbearance that is in the sys-

pockets of the SME sector. On costs, the re-

tem. Given that SMEs account for two thirds

sults suggest that, even though high variable

of private sector employment, the fate of this

cost shares and accommodative scal policies

group of companies as the pandemic evolves

have allowed for a substantial cost-reducing

will have substantial economic, social and dis-

response, this has nonetheless not been su-

tributional implications.

cient to fully oset the eect of the pandemic

In this paper we present a range of new

on prot margins.

statistics on the impact of the pandemic on

We provide initial evidence on a key policy

Irish SMEs using rich survey data collected in

question for 2021 and beyond: among strug-

2020Q3, representative of the SME popula-

gling SMEs (those making a loss or break-

tion, that was designed to specically deepen

ing even in 2020), which rms will be viable

our understanding in issues such as revenue

and are more eciently restructured than liq-

shocks, cost adjustment, prot margins, and

uidated? While there will be case-specic is-

the take-up of government support. This re-

sues for every SME, one empirical way to guide

search lls a number of important data gaps

the policy discussion is to compare the 2019

around the extent of lossmaking across the

pre-pandemic prot margin experience to that

SME population, the ability of companies to

in 2020. We show that there are 5.4 per cent

adjust their cost base, the variation across

of SMEs that were loss-making in 2019 and

company types in the take-up of policy sup-

were struggling in 2020; there are a further 19

ports, and the potential viability of businesses.

per cent struggling in 2020 who were merely

A number of key and novel ndings emerge

breaking even in 2019.

from our research. The median fall in turnover

These two groups appear at rst glance to

was 25 per cent and over 70 per cent of rms

be more vulnerable to liquidation as the pan-

experienced some fall in turnover. The impact

demic evolves and insolvency criteria begin to

of the shock appears uncorrelated with past

normalize. By contrast, there are a further 42

rm performance which highlights its exoge-

per cent of SMEs that were protable in 2019,

nous nature. Expenditure fell by 8.5 per cent

and struggling in 2020, who should, all other

on average with 40 per cent of rms cutting

things equal, have better prospects of trad-

spending. Losses were incurred in over 30 per

ing back to viability at the point that an eco-

cent of enterprises with a further 30 per cent

nomic reopening has occurred. Taken in the

only breaking even.

We nd that about 61

round, our research can act to inform those

per cent of SMEs received wage subsidies, 20

setting policy around the vulnerabilities lying

within the SME sector in 2021.

The sheer

port take-up will all be of relevance to de-

scale of loss-making in the SME population,

bates around insolvency normalization, policy

the adjustability of various cost items, the rela-

support tapering, and SME viability that are

tionship between prepandemic protability and

likely to continue well beyond the end of this

current experience, and the variation in sup-

year.

04/RT/21: The Financial Market Impact of ECB
Monetary Policy Press Conferences - A Text Based
Approach

Conor Parle
The impact of central bank communica-

cial markets and forecasts update in response

tion on nancial markets has been a topic

to a monetary policy announcement. From a

of increasing importance over the last num-

stock market perspective, the announcement

ber of years.

From a monetary policy per-

of a monetary policy tightening or an implied

spective, communication can be used to signal

increased likelihood of such a tightening can

information about the future intended stance

have two osetting eects.

of monetary policy, but also to reveal infor-

crease in discount rates should put downward

mation about the central bank's perspective

pressure on stock prices, while the complemen-

about current economic developments.

tary positive news regarding the state of the

This paper focuses on the ECB's monetary policy press conferences and the impact
that communication during these can have on
stock market indices.

An implied in-

economy should put upward pressure on stock
prices through higher expected dividends.
I exploit the fact that the ECB's mone-

I create two measures

tary policy press conference takes place in a

of the monetary policy tilt of the ECB us-

separate window forty-ve minutes after the

ing text based methods examining the con-

announcement of changes in monetary policy

tent of the press conferences. These indices,

to exploit a pure communication eect using

that I denote the Hawk-Dove Indices take on

the two Hawk-Dove Indices.

more positive (negative) values when the ECB

changes in stock prices in the narrow window

is communicating a more hawkish (dovish)

before and after the press conference and show

stance regarding its macroeconomic beliefs. A

that movements are positively related to the

hawkish (dovish) stance is consistent with be-

Hawk-Dove Indices, suggesting the dividend

liefs that ination and economic growth are

channel is the more dominant eect.

likely to increase (decrease) and thus are con-

over, no direct eect on OIS yields is discov-

sistent with a higher likelihood of a monetary

ered, lending further credence to the domi-

policy tightening (loosening). I connect these

nance of the dividend channel over the dis-

measures to the ever growing literature on the

count rate channel. Such eects are stronger

information channel of monetary policy.

prior to the introduction of explicit forward

I examine the

More-

A number of papers to date have explored

guidance by the ECB, suggesting that cer-

the existence of an information eect arising

tainty surrounding policies may decrease the

from policy announcements, whereby nan-

impact of such information eects.

05/RT/21: Expectations, Unemployment and Ination:
an Empirical Investigation

Vahagn Galstyan
The Phillips curve is widely used in policy

rate of unemployment accounts for around 11

circles for economic analysis and policy for-

percent of variation in headline ination, after

mulation.

controlling for the global factor.

It relates headline ination to a

measure of economic slack, captured by the

This global factor,

on the other hand,

output or unemployment gap, as well as ex-

is the largest contributor to the variation in

pectations and cost-push shocks.

Conceptu-

headline ination. This is unsurprising, given

ally, this implies that after the Global Finan-

that the latter is well explained by highly

cial Crisis (GFC) the decline in unemployment

volatile commodity prices. In addition, global

should have been associated with a pick-up of

trade integration shows a negative and statis-

ination.

However, despite substantial gains

tically signicant association with the global

in employment in advanced economies, ina-

ination process. This nding is important as

tion still remains subdued. Quoting Blanchard

it suggest that higher level of protectionism

et al. (2015), ...the lack of a reliable relation

will tend to raise ination in the medium run.

between ination and activity ... would require

Additionally, I nd no evidence that the global

a major rethinking of the ination targeting ar-

slack has a statistically signicant eect on

chitecture.

ination.

Building on the existing literature, in this

I also nd that the elasticity of ination

paper I revisit the empirical relation between

is state dependent, with evidence pointing to

ination and unemployment. The main frame

a higher sensitivity of ination to unemploy-

of dierentiation from previous applied work

ment in high-ination and/or low unemploy-

that addresses a similar question is the appli-

ment regimes. This nding is consistent with

cation of a panel state-space model followed

less frequent price adjustments of rms in

by threshold regressions for the understanding

low-ination and high-unemployment environ-

of the ination process over the past 25 years.

ments. From the policy perspective, my nd-

In terms of results, I nd a role for both do-

ings suggests that as ination and inationary

mestic factors and global factors in shaping

expectations pick up, the eect that domestic

ination dynamics. In particular, the domestic

slack has on domestic ination will strengthen.

06/RT/21: Delivering Debt Relief Through the
Banking Sector: Lessons from the Irish Mortgage
Market

Claire Labonne, Fergal McCann & Terry O'Malley
How do banks respond when given dis-

diverge from the will of policymakers?

The

cretion on how to implement a modication

Irish policy response to the 2008 global -

program that may have wider socioeconomic

nancial crisis oers an ideal setting to study

implications? Does their response align with

these questions. The crisis caused widespread

prot maximising behaviour, and might this

payment distress among owner-occupier mort-

gages, with close to one-fth of mortgages

tween 2012 and 2016 in the Republic of Ire-

being in arrears at the peak.

land.

The socio-

political environment around the time of the

We

show

that

borrowers

with

weaker

crisis and subsequent bailout of banks meant

repayment capacity are more likely to re-

that the overarching policy response to the cri-

ceive

sis favoured the retention of homeownership,

where longer-term, sustainable arrangements

with home repossession only to be pursued as

are concerned, the relationship is not linear:

a last resort. After a number of years of short-

those with the weakest repayment capacity

term, often unsuccessful forbearance practices

are less likely to receive a modication than

in the face of deep insolvency for many bor-

those with a moderate level of repayment ca-

rowers, the Central Bank of Ireland set ex-

pacity. Those with higher loan to value ratios

pectations for private banks (some of which

(LTV), implying weaker housing equity posi-

were fully or partly owned by the government

tions, are also shown to be less likely to receive

through recapitalization packages) to imple-

modications. Our extensive margin ndings

ment long-term, sustainable, mortgage modi-

suggest that banks do not necessarily allocate

cations in 2013.

modications as a function of nancial need,

While expected to rapidly modify large
shares

of

their

distressed

mortgages,

Irish

banks were given full discretion on how this
was achieved: there were no specic targets
for outcomes such as borrowers' debt service
ratios, or the precise modication type that
had to be oered. Rather, the Central Bank
of Ireland's Mortgage Arrears Resolution Targets (MART) program required that banks
could verify that the modication was sustainable, given the borrower's circumstances. Importantly, from the perspective of the literature on mortgage modications following the
United States mortgage crisis Irish banks were
armed with close-to-perfect information with
which to assess distressed borrowers' nancial
health, through the requirement that all borrowers complete a Standard Financial Statement as part of the renegotiation process.
Using this unique household balance sheet

short-term

modications.

However,

and that gaps may emerge where, in line with
prudent credit risk management, those in the
most challenged nancial position are not the
most likely to be modied.

From a wider

government policy perspective, this highlights
that policy implemented through the banking
system may need to be complemented with social policies that arrive at solutions for those
in most need.
On the intensive margin, we show that
those with the weakest repayment capacity received deeper cuts in their payment obligations.

This holds across modication types,

but is shown to be strongest for long-term
modications,

and stronger after the Cen-

tral Bank implemented the MART program
in 2013.

Contrary to the ambiguous nature

of the ndings on the extensive margin, these
ndings suggest that banks do indeed target
deeper payment relief to those that need it
most.

data collected at the point of debt renegotia-

Finally, we turn to the probability of re-

tion between 2012 and 2016, combined with

default in the months after a modication has

supervisory loan level data, we study three top-

been issued. We show that, as is the case in

ics: (1) which borrowers are issued modica-

the literature on mortgage default more gener-

tions? (extensive margin); (2) which borrow-

ally, both liquidity and housing equity factors

ers receive deeper cuts to repayment during

matter.

the modication process (intensive margin)

income ratios, and lower loan-to- value ratios

(3) what are the predictors of re-default? On

after the modication has been issued have a

the extensive margin, we estimate the proba-

lower probability of re-default.

bility of receiving modications among those

are also shown to interact, with weaker liquid-

engaging with the renegotiation process be-

ity being more damaging when equity is also

Households with lower payment-to-

These eects

weaker, in a classic double trigger mecha-

tion issues is that private entities are unlikely

nism.

to, and cannot be expected to, have the same

We contribute to debates around the fric-

set of goals as a social policy maker. With this

tions inherent in policy programs implemented

in mind, ancillary programs or links to other

through the banking sector.

There are ma-

elements of the social safety net may be im-

jor advantages to such an approach, given the

portant in achieving wider social welfare goals,

benets that come from the existing expertise,

for example in cases where borrowers with the

information, and relationship networks pos-

weakest repayment capacity are not selected

sessed by banks.

by lenders for modication.

However, a useful starting

point for assessing such program implementa-

07/RT/21: Financial Market Turbulence and MacroFinancial Developments in Ireland: A Mixed Data
Sampling (MIDAS) Approach

Fabio Parla
Since the 2007-08 Global Financial Crisis,

fects of high-frequency nancial market shocks

there has been an increasing interest in un-

on the macroeconomic and banking variables.

derstanding the transmission of nancial mar-

Given that these variables are available only at

ket stress to the macroeconomy. The recent

a lower-frequency (i.e. monthly), the empiri-

COVID-19 outbreak and the rapid changes in

cal analysis is carried out by relying on a mixed

the global macroeconomic outlook have given

data sampling (MIDAS) approach.

rise to a renewed awareness of how a real-

In terms of results, we nd that an exoge-

time monitoring of nancial markets develop-

nous increase in the ICSI leads to a decline

ments can be crucial in the analysis of macro-

in economic activity (as proxied by the level

nancial linkages (see e.g. Duprey, 2020).

of unemployment) and consumer prices. Fur-

This paper analyses the high-frequency

thermore, following a shock to nancial mar-

propagation of nancial market disturbances

ket conditions, the empirical ndings reveal a

to a set of macroeconomic and banking ag-

reduction in both loans to the non-nancial

gregates in Ireland, over the last two decades.

private sector and the related interest rate.

We propose a new weekly indicator, the Irish

Moreover, the responses of the low-frequency

Composite Stress Indicator (ICSI), to measure

macroeconomic and banking variables depend

nancial market stress in Ireland. The ICSI in-

on the timing of the shocks within the month

corporates information from money, sovereign

(larger in the rst weeks than at the end of the

bonds, equity, banking, and foreign exchange

month).

markets by using the timevarying correlation-

mixed frequency analysis, the responses of the

based methodology proposed by Holló et al.

macroeconomy and loan activity are smaller

(2012).

After comparing the ICSI with ex-

(with less uncertainty around the estimates)

isting alternative indicators of nancial mar-

than those obtained by aggregating the vari-

ket distress computed by the European Cen-

ables (including the ICSI) to the common low-

tral Bank (ECB) for Ireland, we study the ef-

sampling frequency.

Finally, we nd that in the case of

08/RT/21: Do Households with Debt Cut Back Their
Consumption More in Response to Shocks?

Apostolos Fasianos & Reamonn Lydon
In most countries, personal consumption

scale of the spending response diers depend-

is the largest component of domestic demand,

ing on whether the the income shock is posi-

also accounting for a large share of employ-

tive or negative. Specically, for some house-

ment. To understand economic uctionations,

holds, the largest spending adjustment occurs

it is therefore important to understand the

for large income declines, in excess of around

sensitivity of households' spending decisions to

15%.

changes in their nancial circumstances. This

are not unusual, especially when a household

paper answers this question by tracking the

experiences job loss.

In the data, income falls in this range

behaviour of individual households' spending

Second, we show that, in terms of spend-

in the UK between 1994 and 2017, analysing

ing changes, indebted households are signi-

how their spending changes when incomes and

cantly more sensitive to falls in their income,

wealth rise or fall.

but are no dierent to other households when

We use UK data because it allows us to

incomes increase.

The largest eects are for

track the same household from one year to

households with heavier mortgage debt-service

the next, whilst also providing key informa-

burdens. That is, households who already de-

tion about the chararacteristics of the house-

vote a large share of their income to repay-

hold,

including pre-existing levels of debt,

ing debt, before they experience a negative

or whether a member of the household has

income shock. We interpret this as a liquid-

lost their job during the year.

ity or aordability shock.

We focus on

Similar eects are

the largest component of household spending,

observed for the debt-to-income ratio, which

namely spending on non-durable items. This

is strongly postively correlated with the debt-

includes spending on food and drink, clothing

service burden.

and footwear, non-durable household items,

of policy implications.

health, recreation and holidays, nancial ser-

sionary (or contractionary) monetary policy or

vices, and transport and communication ser-

counter-cyclical scal policy can have larger

vices.

eects in terms of stabilising output, employ-

For the average household, spending on

Our results have a number
One is that expan-

ment and demand during a downturn than

non-durables is not very sensitive to changes in

during an upturn.

income. We get estimates of the `income elas-

of these policies can depend on the level of

ticity' in the range of 5 to 10%. This means

household indebtedness in the economy. The

that 10% change in income changes spend-

results also point to a clear macro-nancial

ing by 0.5 to 1%.

Furthermore, the impact

These estimates, whilst

link between high levels of indebtedness and

small, are in line with what other research

consumer spending, something which should

has found using micro data.

However, our

be of interest to macro-prudential policy mak-

analysis diers from the existing research in

ers that aim to promote household resilience.

two important ways. First, we show that the

09/RT/21: SME Viability in the Covid-19 Recovery

Fergal McCann, Niall McGeever & Fang Yao
We study how Irish Small and Medium

The impact of government support taper-

Enterprises (SMEs) might recover from the

ing alone is expected to be modest due to

Covid-19 pandemic under a range of eco-

the strength of the underlying recovery.

nomic scenarios. We use survey data to study

show that the pace of turnover recovery is such

the protability, liquidity and indebtedness of

that most rms are expected to roll o gov-

these rms prior to and during the rst six

ernment support programmes naturally.

months of the pandemic and then estimate

more concerning risk for rms is that their

how they will recover using macroeconomic

business model is no longer capable of gen-

forecasts.

erating the same level of turnover as it was

We

The

Dening nancial distress as an inability

prior to the pandemic. We study this issue by

to meet operational losses through cash hold-

considering a scenario where rms in the retail

ings, or a lack of liquidity to service interest

and hospitality sectors only recover to 75 per

payments on debt, we estimate that 12 per

cent of their pre-pandemic turnover. Firms in

cent of SMEs were nancially distressed in late

this scenario would be able to continue trading

2020. Half of these rms were distressed prior

once their creditors allow them to renance,

to the pandemic. We show that the distress

but sustained loss-making over time would re-

rate would have hit 30 per cent in the absence

sult in over-indebtedness and solvency-based

of government supports and if rms had to

nancial distress.

rely only on their pre-existing cash assets to

terms, the eects are relatively muted, with

cope with losses. This shows the importance

the economy-wide nancial distress rate rising

of government supports and various forms of

by 1-2 percentage points in this new normal

forbearance in softening the blow of the pan-

scenario.

demic for aected rms.

We show that, in overall

We lastly show that adequate availability

Throughout all of our analysis, we rely on

of liquidity nance remains a key priority for

the assumption that, after government nan-

facilitating SME recovery. Our baseline model

cial support is removed during 2022, all losses

assumes that annual losses that are not cov-

are nanced through borrowing from external

ered by available government support can be

sources (banks, non-banks, directors' funds,

converted into debt balances through borrow-

and other sources). In extensions of the work,

ing from external nance providers.

we highlight the relative increase in nancial

trenchment in risk appetite from credit insti-

distress that results in cases where the supply

tutions would have the potential to generate

of such liquidity nancing is not sucient for

future signicant nancial distress. Relative to

all rms.

We nd that distress rates are ex-

a nancial distress rate of 7 per cent in 2024

pected to fall signicantly out to 2024, in line

under the assumption that losses can continu-

with a substantial turnover recovery currently

ally be nanced by borrowing, this rate would

underway in Ireland.

A re-

A cohort of 5 to 6 per

rise to 13 per cent in the event that only 60 per

cent of rms were distressed prior to the pan-

cent of losses could be plugged through exter-

demic and remain distressed throughout our

nal liquidity nancing, highlighting the impor-

scenario window. These rms are mainly ex-

tance of the nancial system and policy inter-

pected to remain loss-making by 2024.

The

ventions in smoothing the transition towards

accumulation of additional borrowing to -

a viable trading future for many SMEs that

nance losses after 2022 ultimately causes sol-

continue to be vulnerable during the recovery

vency distress for these rms in the latter years

from the pandemic.

of our scenario.
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